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Happy 2024! Hope everyone kickstart 2024 with great energy. Many
of you know that I closed up my 2023 with 3 days (29 Dec to 31 Dec) of
meditation program up at Taiwan’s mountain, and then flew to USA
San Diego with huge grateful energy and attended Universe seminar.
Started my 2024 with amazing grateful energy. 

Sharing the message I received from the USA Universe seminar : “ you
feel what you feel, and you get what you feel; LIFE IS JOY”. So, always
remember to take good care of your “feelings”, be positive, happy, and
do/think things which make you feel at ease, good, happy and positive,
and see how Universe delivers positive and joyful events to you.

And so, thank you for your understanding that this review arrived on
first day of Chinese 12th month.

Chinese 12th month’s overall energy comes with 太阴忌 Tai Yin Money
star + challenges, ID is telling and reminding investors with this
formation in their Self or Money box that please be careful when
putting funds in the markets. With market indices hitting record high,
does ID serves as a reminder for investors? BUT, do always remember
to understand your own ID‘s chart and never invest based on overall
energy. AND, 2023 rabbit year is ending soon, do note that 2024
dragon year energy can arrive 5-10 days before Chinese new year.
Also, an important day “⽴春 lichun“ arriving before CNY. 

Monthly Review

From 1 Oct 2022, I am living, enjoying, connecting, learning, investing, exploring,
experiencing, creating, and retiring in Kyoto Japan. So grateful & thankful to Universe
for all the amazing connections and memories. Life time experience.



⽴春  Li Chun arrives on 4 Feb 2024 (first day of Chinese new year on
10 Feb 2024), in Feng Shui and Bazi world, it means that 2024 dragon
year energy starts on 4 Feb 2024. Those of you who already receive
your 2024 dragon year’s ID, you should start to understand and refer
to your new ID chart around the end of January 2024.

I shall end my last review for the 2023 rabbit year by sharing this again,
that in ID’s concept, we find the period with 禄 Good/$ element energy
to kickstart our investments or adjust our portfolios. In theory, periods
with good energy and formations can bring positive returns to you. ID‘s
concept does not have proven theories to “tell“ us when should we sell,
take profits, or cut losses. I did share this point and view in my book
Investing Destiny.   

I was so glad when one of you shared your positive investment
experiences with me. I shall share it here because I always hope more
investors benefit from it and have more confidence with ID charts.  
This investor’s ID chart showed “ 双 禄  Double Good/$ element”
formation in the Chinese 10th month, he invested quite aggressively
and made good returns (I quoted “almost back to breakeven and
recovered 2022 loss...”). Thank you for sharing and I am looking
towards more great feedback from investors. A reminder that you
must always know what you are investing and understand your
investments, destiny always rewards investors who work hard.

Next, let’s take a look at the case I shared in my last review. This
investor B also owned the same formation as the above investor, with
“双禄  Double Good/$ element” formation in the Chinese 10th month,
but never acted according to ID’s theory, and bought and sold some
positions in the same month. How did the prices perform after the
Chinese 10th month? (do read back the last review if you forget about
the story).



From the 11th month review: “UOL suddenly dropped to below S$6
around 19 oct to 26 oct, without any negative news. “

UOL: trading range $6.06 to $6.28 from mid December to 10 January
2024 ===> positive return from 10th month.

DBS: trading range $31.50 to $33.20 from mid December to 10
January 2024 ===> good positive return from 10th month.

IMPORTANT: I am not suggesting anyone to buy or sell the stocks I
mentioned in this review. I am purely sharing ID concepts, and
Ziweidoushu investment education.



OCBC: trading range $12.50 to $12.90 from mid December to 10
January 2024 ===> positive return from 10th month.

I am glad that the above 2 cases proved the ID’s concepts again, invest
in periods with good energy and formation. Hope everyone understand
the sharing, and understand that your stocks can still move up in
periods with challenging energy IF/WHEN you bought them during the
good energy periods. Challenging periods is reminding you to be
careful when you want the enter the market in these periods. 

Understand, learn, absorb, remember, and hope everyone of you
perform better and better in your upcoming investment years.

Meanwhile stay healthy and positive, know what you want in your life,
know why are you investing, and have an amazing and memorable
2024.

Cheers
yipei
Kyoto
11 Jan 2024



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investor has their

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei イペイ
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